
2 

Answer all the questicns 

1 Caicuiate 

210 

Give your answer corect to 3 signifcant figures 

I. 1878 

3] 

2 The ratio 50 grams to 1 kilogram can be written in the form 1:n. 

Find the value of n. 

(a) Anne, Bamy and Colin share a prize in the ratio 3:4 5. 3 

Colin gives of his share to a charity. 

What fraction of the whole prize does Colin give to the charity? 

3r4+S 

(a) 

(b) Delia, Edwin and Freya share some money in the ratio 5 :7 8. 
Freya's share is £160o. 

How much money did they share? 

5+748 20. x x /600 

(b) . . 
*** 
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4 A bus timetable shows the following information.

A bus following route T leaves for the train station every 20 minutes. 
A bus following route A leaves for the airport every 18 minutes. 
A bus following route T and a bus following route A both leave at 8.37 am. 

(a) When is the next time one of each bus is timetabled to leave at the same time? 

LCM o 20 and 18 80. 

80 min 3hr. 8:37am 3hr 

31an 
(a) .[4] *********************************************** 

(b) Write down one assumption that was necessary to solve this problem. 

se..nep.. ane.aolk. A...CeNSYS). **** 

[11 *******************"*************************** ************ ****'******* ************** *********************** 

Bennie is 7 years older than Ayesha. 
Chloe is twice as old as Bennie. 

The sum of their three ages is 57. 

5 

Work out the ages of Ayesha, Bennie and Chloe.

b a b-7 
C 2bo. 

ab rC = S7 

b-4b +2b S7 

+b= 64 

b= I6 >a= 9, c = S2 

Ayesha's age is . 

16 Bennie's age is . *'*** 

32 Chloe's age ls ... ********T ** 
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120 students in Year 10 and Year 11 sit a test. 6 

61 of the students are in Year 10. 
83 of the students are right-handed. 
20 of the students in Year 11 are left-handed. 

One of the students in Year 10 and one of the students in Year 11 are chosen at random. 

Which one is more likely to be left-handed? 
Show your working. You may use the table if you wish. 

Lett Right 

Ylo I7 6 

YI 20 39 S9 

31 B3 20 

20 
s y10: YI 

20 
7 

more Yec 11 Shdenk is 

So me 

be eft handech hedy ko 

Yeor 11. 
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The diagram shows a shape ABCDE. 

The shape is made from a rectangle, a right-angled triangle and a quarter of a circle. 
7 

Not to scale 

B 

41m 

A 

18m 

F is the mid-point of BD. 
AE = 18m and the perpendicular distance from C to AE is 41m. 

Work out the perimeter of the shape ABCDE. 

Radius of BCF m arc BC is x 1 : 9n . 

AB DE= 41- 9 = 32m. 

AE 18 

CO = 9q2 CO = 162 

Peáeter 32+8+32+ J62 a T 

: 108.86 S 

m6| 
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8 Triangle A and triangle B are drawn on the coordinate grid. 

******** *********************** 

4 ** '***f********: *** 

2 ***********'****** 

A 

************************ **:***** 

5 4 6 6 8 9 10 11 12 
******;****** ***************.********** 

B: 
****** Z1'*************** **********i*****:***** ******** 

*** **************" 3 ***** ******************;* 

***************** 

(a) Describe fully the single transformation that maps triangle A onto triangle B 

Roti .. . s..... Ra Q.)... ***** ** ** 

(b) Describe fully the single transformation that is equivalent to: 

a reflection in the line x=3, followed by 

(4 
a translation by lo 

You may use the grid above to help you. 

S 2ekle.so.s.. .... 
***** *********************. 
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The diagram shows triangle ABC. 
CD is parallel to AB. 
A, C and E lie in a straight line. 

Angles of size a', b° and c are shown. 

9 

D 

Not to scale 

C E 

(a) Insert a, b° or c° to make this statement true. 

Give a reason for your answer. 

Angle DCE = .A.. because..... .QKRSANAS.. .MS..ns,s.. 

BAC [21 ******'********** *****'***°'******************** ************* 
***************°'**********************°"****''°**********. 

(b) Use the diagram and the answer to part (a) to show that the angles of a triangle 

add up to 180. 
Give a reason for each statement you make. 131 

BCD = angles are alternat e A AGC, aS ese 

ACB+4BCD +4 DCE 80 
aS hey are 

Shaig On a 

C b 

o 

a+b +c = /8O 
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10 Claudia invests £25000 at a rate of 2% per year compound interest. 

Calculate the total amount of interest she will have eaned after 5 years. 
Give your answer correct to the nearest penny. 

25000 x102 27602.02 

21602.02 -2SOO0 

..0.2.O.2.. [4] 

11 The area of a rectangle is 56m2, correct to the nearest m2. 
The length of the rectangle is 9.2 m, correct to the nearest 0.1 m. 

Calculate the smallest possible width of the rectangle. 

55.S 

9.25 

.m [4] ****************************"*** ****** 
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12 (a) Here are the first four terms of a sequence. 

1 4 9 14 

Write an expression for the nth term of this sequence. 

(a) .n... ************************" 2] 

(b) The nth term of another sequence is given by 

an +bn 

The third term is 9 and the sixth term is 126. 

Find the value of a and the value of b. 

1a+ 3b » 9 18a+Ob = 18 

36a bD = 126 

8a 08 

a= 6, b -IS 

(b) a 

b S [5] 
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13 (a) The cumulative frequency graph shows the distribution of the heights af menbers of a rowing 

club. 

120 

115 

110 

105 

100 

951 

90 

85 

80 

751 
70 

65 

Cumulative 
60 

frequency 
55 

50 

45 
40 

35 
30 

25 

15- 

10 

140 145 150 155 160 165 170 175 180 185 190 195 200 

Height (cm) 

(i) Find the median. 

cm [1] (a)) ********. 
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()Find the interquartile range 

6.5 

6.5 (i) crn [2 . 

(H)Calculate the percentage of the members who are at least 180 cm tall 

20-100 x (O0 

6.7 (ii) *****************e******* 

(6) The histogram summarises the heights of the 153 members of a swimming ckub 

Frequency 
density 

140 145 150 155 160 165 170 175 180 185 190 195 200 

Height (cm) 

Which dub has the greater median height? 
You must show all your working. 

71 nem bec, 

Median huigh CS he in 

28 in 40 0tn IC2 nder HO 

The medan er 

2 2 SC RC 

Kcwiagclub .5] 
Turn over 
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12 
14 The graph shows the speed of a train during the first 60 seconds of motion. 

25 

20t 

15 
Speed 
(m/s) 

0 

0- 

05 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 

Time (s) 

(a) What is the speed of the train after 9 seconds? 

(a) 2 m/s [1] 

(6) What does the straight line suggest about the speed of the train over the first 15 seconds? 

cceleIoien.. nsta.at.. * ********** **** ****** ***" 

. 1] *****°****** 

(c) Work out the average speed of the train, in m/s, during the 60 seconds. 

Oistance :(G*s x 26)+(3sx20)+ ( x 1Ox 20) 

s0 150+ 700 + I00 

9SOm 

9so 

(c) .S.3. m/s [5] 
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15 The diagram shows triangle OAB and points C and D. 

Not to scale A 

D 

3a 

3b 

OA 3a and OB = 3b. 

C lies on AB such that AC 20CB. 

D is such that BD 2a + b. 

[51 
Show, using vectors, that OCD is a straight line. 

AC A 

AL3b -38 
AC 22-e 

OCE 25 2a 3a 2 a 2 

O8 +86 36 2 b 2a+ 46 

be 

So OCD 

Turn oveer 
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16 (a) The table shows values of x andy. 

X 4 16 36 

y 6 3 2 

Show that these values fit the relationship that y is inversely proportional to x. 21 

ysz 

6x+ I2 . 

The Value of s Consstent 
Sx Ji6 12 

2x J36 = 2 ak par s o c and 

(b) a is inversely proportional to b2 and a = 3.75 when b = 4. 

Find a formula linking a and b. 

a 

3. 75 x 4x4= h : 60. 

60 
b2 (b) .. .[3] 
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17 Show that (a') "ix (ai= 1. 
131 

a') a 

ay a 
axa = a 1. 

18 Region R satisfies these inequalities. 

/> 3 

y>X 
X+y<9 

By drawing three straight lines on the grid, find and label the region R. 

****** ****** . 

**********8 ******i *. 

*****'*******', ****'****'*** 

R 
*'*****0 

***********4 ''*''**" ''************* 

i 

1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

**i********** ******i******* *** 

*************** ****"** *******u. 
*** 

6] 
Turn over for Question 19 
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16 
19 SolvG this 6qustion algøbraically 

Givs your solutiois correct to 2 decimal places. 

3 Bx 5-0 

- % J-u-5 2) 

32 

- U b4+60b 

U 124 0.S2, 3.11 

X. .... or x =......a... [41 

END OF QUESTION PAPER 
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